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INTRODUCTION

o d2cifoiog ,roll,,ent is ooth sobering and in-,tructive,

tor it raises practical questions oT school finance and organization,

as as basic quest i ,ris about the nature of our in5titutions.

A- ) societ\., -, have heNn so accustomed to growth that decline

;Jrents an unnieu,ant ,qock. Car social institutions and personal

tudes hae beer, snared in a pe: iod of expansion and growth, and

,tri,es us a a symbol of diminishing vigor.

o:cur, hecause the profile of growth and decline is

declin, is not a mirror image of growth, and the

usefo' in a period of abundance can be dysfunc-

tional in J period of decline. Opening a new school is a symbol of

and e,rowth, a touchstone for the whole community. Closing

05 1 svflbol of retreat and unwelcome change.

Bee - de,line 'aches Tundamental attitudes, it should come as no

tha. th,re are no ready panaceas for dealing with declining

enroliF-ent. To a large extent, each community must ,,4or i. through the

trial it,g1f; the issues are too real and too immediate to the indi-

4ijuals ac`-ected for the community to escape political and social

tur-oil. both school closings and teacher layoffs are profoundly

unsettling. Because of thi,, each community 'rust reinvent the

eu in erroll,-ePt ./heel", because it is in some measure a unique

exocricoL- acn time it occurs.

In spi.lt on thc uniuse aspects of declining enrollment, there are common

tsr':ads which sill help policy makers, teachers and community residents

,,Ith it. Th,_ JOr reviewed here addresses a variety of perspee-

treating suHects as diverse as alternative facilities usage,

hool finincc reform, and adequate -chool and community pre-planning.

Thi, b, staff of the National Institute of

F,,,ation to ,Irovide scholars, la171en and policy makers with a useful

enrollment infornation; we hope that in addition

I 1 nq sorm ---itancc to affected ca-nunities, it will help to

s') -cuss ion and scholarship in this iportant and

Deni-- P. Doyle, Chief
Fin)cco r Orpanizatic- Divi,jon



PREFACE

The phenomenon of declining enrollments will most. likely have

a greater impact on education in the next decade than any other

foreseeable trena. How we in education choose to handle it will either

reinforce or undo the progress we have math- toward achieving the goals

we have pursued during the past der -le.

Deograpners tell us that ay the mid-1980s elementary school
enrollments ,-ay have declinea by as much as 18 percen since 1970.

S2conaar,, enrollments nay have declined by as much as 25 percent

through the 980s. The phenomenon is further complicated by the fact

that some areas of the country are experiencing and will continue to

experience sizable enrollment increases in the midst of this decline,

ra th-2t even within a state, enrollment pattern, may vary widely.

Alt-;oug-i we cannot predict the exact magnitude )f these declines ui

,ncrea--?, 1
believe these figures are sufficiently startling to prompt

us r deciiions now regardinq the -anaqement of these changes.

For educators in many regions o-r the country, such warnings are

sgoerfluous. Many of who deal with education have already seen

the eff2cts of declining enrollments and the grim alternatives that

dealing with this decline entails: closing of school buildings,

laying off of personnel, cutting back service, to t e bare bones, and

tJuzing a drain on :he funds available to already poor district, because

of the structure of state aid formulas.

It is too late to say we should have heeded the warnings of

demographers and realize that growth was not a 'ay of life. But I do

not believe it is so late that we must completely sacrifice the gains

we have made in education in the last several years. And, I fuel that

the research supported by the National Institute of Education and

summarized in this executive ,u0)mary, prove to be one of NIE's most

tHely and valuable undertakings,

From all indications, this trend of declining enrollments will

Lontinue through the 1980s; it would be negligent of anyone involved

in the educational process not to take note of their findings, for

they have iTplications for all prograos at all levels in all areas of

the country.



I
pleased to sce that while the research in this

volu-e , nt Jtlevl to ulo,s over the deuce of hardship that can

rc-,L, t t chniqes. it deal., witn Jecline as a phenomenon

the :1)c ccs Lu 1 hindled and in sore rasos provide unexpected

De'lLtit5 I
"oal: hate to think that an educational system that found

a oi to eparrci Serb cm to reach large groups of students we never

area,,ed of ,ervin, one ten ',ear, ago vioul0 not Lry rlightily to fulfill

ts re-,:ion5;oil;ty to alot.Iln L,uality progrars for fewer students.

e nt the :dpen, reviewed here indicate, we can make de,:line

work ter u 0r le,-p,t pot aqainst In sore La'ses, this r,lay mean

our goals. The de euraphic trends rnsponsib for decline

re,ult in different -,tulent pwulation, perhaps %-dith

i;relt,r perLentJg: of 1,../-inc-)The chilren, or children from single-

Jarent fa,alies, or at i micrant ,nay Clll for a strormer,

a-d ._:H-ferent. federal role, or a revamping of state aid procjrar-,s, wnich

i1 he q n n i n to occur ir soTne states.

:er the end Dro;u,_t, 1 fl that the NIL research will help

en , ,=JuRtry'D ,21111CItiun :v5,tor ton late 1980,, oil not
4

11,,?ritt ,tuuk aier the leaks, but

,i11 of educating our citizens.

iron. E rucdt ion and Labor
rioL:52 of Rei)resent-itives
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SUMMARY REPORT
DECLINING ENROLLMENT: THE CHALLENGE OF THE COMING.DECADE

Susan Abramowitz

Stuart Rosenfeld

INTRODUCTION

This report-summari2e5 the National Institute of Education's

anthology entitled Declining Enrollment: The Challenge of the Coming

Decade, a collection of papers about current shifts in school enroll-

ment and their impact on the educational system. In 1977, when the

phrase "small is beautiful" represents a burgeoning aspiration and

when energy shortages, zero-based budgeting, and pollution controls

are among the most pressing concerns of many policymakers, it is

easy to forget the times of growth and expansion that preceded this

period of decline. The problem in education today is not too

is too :cct4'. School closings, rather than school shortages, are maiying

the headlines. Many of the classrooms quickly erected to meet the

expanding needs of education during the 1950s and 196Cs now sit

empty. There are few antecedents for these problems of the 1970s

and therefore educational administrators sciecIii,dlly dnd policy-

makers generally have been caught unprepared. To understand their

predicament, the situation requires an historical perspective.
One has only to think back some two decades and remember how
different ,ierc the conditions and problems facing policymakers.

In 1957 ,America was waging a cold war with the Communist bloc

countries and battling for superiprity in, among other things, a

space race with Russia. Each side's success was gauged by numbers:

comparative figures for manpower, planes, armament, and nuclear

strength were constantly being reported for the two superpowers.

At the sane time, such military leaders as Admiral Rickover

warned that the real race could be better measured by scientific

manpower. In this area, experts projected an American deficit.

In the decade between 1950 and 1960 the Soviet Union would graduate

approximately 1,200,000 scientists and engineers while the United

States would graduate "only" 900,000. Fears aroused by such

statistics seemed confirmed when, on October 4, 1957, the Soviet

-1-
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launching of Sputrik shocked '..he United States. A solution for this

embarrassing situation was urgently needed. Two weeks later Vice

President Nixon, in ty5ical cold war rhetoric, called for increased
military spending and, on the economic "front," a doubling or tripling

of American eapitc.1 investment abroad over the next decade. Expansion

was the solution.

Taking its cue, Congress, supported by the education community,
quickly voted more money for science education via the National Defense

Education Act and incased support of the National Science Foundation.
At the same time, James Conant was beginning his study of American high

schools.' He found, to no one's surprise, that most high schools were

too small to provide satisfactory technical education and he argued that

larger, more comprehensive schools were necessary to proaice an adequate

>cleatifie workforce.

These contests for numerical superiority were familiar to Americans.

growth and expansion already dominated the economic system. As historian

Robert Wiebe noted:

Men defined issues by how much, how many, how far.
Greatness was determined by amount, with statistics
invariably the triumphant proof that the United
States stood first among nations.

The same merltality was applied to schools, which began to be
measured in terms of efficiency and output A 1958 FLottalw article

compared the problems of schools to the :)reduction problems of the

automotive industry. The schools, like General Motors, were supposed

to 'optimize the number of students and to minimize the input of man-

hours and capital." Schools and school enrollment were showing

consistent growth curves, with increases extending in all directions.

The percentage of youth attending schools, for example, was steadily

increasing (15 in 1910; 32' in 1920; 51' in 1930, 73' in 1940;

77: in 1950, and 88' in 1957 of 14-17 year olds); the length of the
school year had been extended, and the number of years the average
Person attended school had grown consistently. In 1957, ho4ever, the

James B. Conant, Te c Sc,,,!ck Tcjdq, Carnegie

Se :es in Education (New York: McGraw-Hill, 1959).

2 Robert H. Wiebe, The Sccvlch (7 dc'' (New York: Hill & Wang,

1967), p. 4.

Raymond E. Callahan, Eduect.ttcH cud tho Cuet c i_tc(eccrict;

(Chicago, Ill.: University of Chicago Press, 1962), p. 256.



expansion was +1L, the po_,t-x.r,r haLy cool reached the

schools. Hon enrolhlent_ increa,ed by 14 per,ent over the

previouu year. The GI bill Had enrolHent, in higher education

.,hick already had ,teadil, to i0 percent above the enrollment of

a previcu-, decode. 1,e, .Jere 'lotted 4ith Wocid War ll Quonset

huts used for HaLe,nift vivi(41 di',playinq the need for ,flore

facilities.

ineroisin ceand, ,,,JLed on edecot: 111 to tit 1,- uln the cold war,

values e, hra,ihg rewtn and evonsion, and in ,_h,trenched e&Jcatlonal

establ,shi-ent that ,aw a chance to boost professional status,

all contribut' to the school boot' of tne subsequent decade. Expansion

.,,as very such a ,ray of life school--; ere con,idred the gateway to

success and aftEuence. Thus, it is no: sunpri-,ing that ,;:c'',trz:-ftS concerned

educatlonal Harmers in 1c157,.

, 7 pnitt in i9c)7 the Natio,,al S.')ool Public Relations

Assoca...,jon ;!lu,,tr-ited ,0,)ter,'porar,,:attitu,N2 and c.o.lc,rns:' It

d,Jcunczt,eJ c-isef t-dLin(4 educator, tuenty-five Jell-known

,:vplitians; and ne,,speoole. Sore of the -irticlep could have

been written in 1577 L:ith:)ut appearing dated, For one worried

critic ur.iceLl that schools were inferior to the',e of a decade earlier,

an article froi 'what happened t, the three R's?",

indicated that laT collenc eltrin,e requirements would

result H J,,valuej degrees, and an Ao:{cc'p iCrtC, reprint

questined the .glut of a chi id's happiness, in I Arid indicatxd that

happines:, can actually har,1 the child apd de,tn%
r'

7--

The artelt, educatitnil dei'and, (uuld not have

be, n 1.,,takCn f,-)r. articles, .,r!tten In 191/.

EJard R. Mutrou la' ented that we have 1.2:orle

ave-not" nation. "We }av,-rh, (nough ,

teacher,". . have:pot 340,000 clsroor)

He ftscribec,Lhook ar,,y barracks and

,,re -fah` to overcome cldssroori

A reprint described the growing needs

of blic education. "Total population of the

United State,, groos so fast you lw,e traek of

it. . . Look at the neJ babies . . all time

high 'this year 4,250,000. And all shit;, show

, (4ashinr,ton, D.C.: National ',)choul Public Relation-,

AssoL;itior, Nati mai Education 1:ssoci,itiom, 1957)

12
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hi,jhe' in tuture . . . And now for the sorry story

of school; . . . already jampacked . . already

inadequate . . . yet headed for worse . . unless

more expansion soon."

o A Lcj,.. M*_ja:(rw editorial followed. It hiohlighted

the following points:

c The increase of children. Prosperity has

virtually doubled the U.S birth rate from

2 million a year in 1941 to 1955's all time

record of 4 millior. Result: a tidal wave

of students is inundating already inadequate
schools . .

0 7oo few teachers . . . an additional 750,000
JrCneedeu in the next three year

o Too few schools . . the need of 470,000 new
,larrooriP; in the next three years.

Buoyed b/ projections of growth and relatively good economic
conditions, despite the brief recession in the late 1950s, school
bond issues for new buildings and expansion proliferated to cope with
these 'hartayes (see Table 1). Th scientific challenge presented by

the space race could not be net in the many small or crowded schools.

To provide rho extended program deemed necessary to meet the challenge
in the must efficient and economical way, educators advocated school

and district consolidation. Consequently, the nation's 84,000 school
districts in 1950 shrank to ',0,000 o-er the next ten years, 1957 was a

5

rear of ootimism. bigness ruled. '

TABLE 1

EXPENDITURES FOR EDUCATION

Tear

GNP

(Billions)

Expen,itures
For Education

(Billions)

1937 90.4 3.0

1943 191.6 3.5

I )47 232.8 6.6

1953 366.1 14.0

1957 442.8 21.1

1963 574.7 36.0

1967 796.3 57.2

1373 1306.6 98.3
1;3

Expenditures
Per Pupil

(!n 1974 $)

274

314

358
460

557
695

902
1207

5 National Cell-L'or for Education Statistics, d(Lje5t eA EducattcH

.St-.7t(s;.(c!,: 1976 hititcoH (Washington, D.C.: GPO, 1977)

5 In contrast to the "ethic of growth" permeating American thought
one of the hit movies of 1957 was The Inctedibte Shkinking Man.



By the early 1960s, little had changed, either in the projections

of the 'specialists or in the values of the populace. The Bureau of

the Censa-, pebli-,hed a r.,houra. projecting educational enrollments

based on 1960 census data and social indicators. To illustrate the

uncertainties associated with the predictions, the Oureau presented

hoth optimistic and pe-isinistic estimates. Att projections, however,

pointed to growth, which was expected to accelerate still more in the

rears after 1975. A few of the predictions are shown in fable 2, along

with corresponding current projections for 071.7 The current estimates

for the years 1980 and 1985, had primarily or children already born

and tri,J, ._ertain, are far below even fht2 "IOW" or pessir'stic

sti,a',e,, or d Jecad ao.

T1',BLE 2

ENROLLMENT PROJECT1ONC

Element,-3ry School Enrollment

1960 Estimate 1977 Estimate

Hi(jh Lou

56,079.000
52,117,000

37,405,000
42,362,000

29,796.000

29.385,000

School Enrollment

60 E'.tHate 1977 Estimate

Low

1 1,,998,20 .15,047,000

19,583,000 15,569,000

14,329,000

13,080,000

If the wit, and low estImates are assumed to represent a 95 percent

confidence 1,_vel fin the normally distributed variable of projected

enrol ll ent, tnen back in the mid-1960s the chahce,of our present projection

occurring w,:uld have been on the order of 1 in 100,000!

John K. Folvr and Charles B. Nam, t itc'cttfH c; tilt' Amct(c,w

(Washington, D.C.. U.S. Govern 'ent Printing Office,

Bureau of tri,_ Census, 1967), p. (6

14
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The 3;Illyst, rei,ctan,lv od, it that 'a sharp Lhange in birth

rate-, aiway, _)ossitile, would produce enrollments outside these fairly

w" h- rincs , but vr lite a', the mid-1960s, they --,nf of the

indi:,ator, on the hor.-on that would cause then to alter their estimates.

The Women's Movement was still a few years T.lay, women ,,;ere not yet

I nundating the wor',force, and the ZPG ,uovement had /et to clake itsol'

felt.

As the 1J60, continued, educator-=, ,-aintained that the problem', of

tne late 195C sr 11 remained to be solved. For exapic, the National

Committee for Support of Public Schools Wd5 still lobhying in 1g6-3

for, aonc,- other things, more classrooms and more teachers:.

The ,ncrease over the ,reccding year (in the supply
of new teachers) is not proportionate to the
in:reased needs; the prospect for s,,bstantial ml lot
fr,r the chronic shortage is not in sight.

',he accumulated shortage of instruction rooms fr1c,
tne na,t years remains hioh despite the fact that in

the last 6 7,Ar,, (1p55-56 through 106-61) an averarx
69,100 rooms were cor.Tletei.

None of thi '. is too surpri,.inn aiven the perva;ivene;s of the

bel'ef tsar continued nrowth was in the nition's best interests and
that no .--nd could t7e cflreseen to the era of ,,xn,-insion. There was

an almost :plind faith in America's ability to r-snond to Social probles
by spendin-, sr pr, 4.ucine Econo.)ic zest virt*Illy

ungJestione,, and tb puliL's ore rose ic(_nringly.

.

Two fall Je:_idf_s affci 195/ conditions are quite different.

Educator-, are facing no :,roblems for which the experiences and lessors

of the past leave he inadequately Prepared. They now confront under-

utilization--a situati-va tradtinnaliyassoLiatedfith ineffick_ncy.

Choosing aflom; alternati , has become more critical and more difficult

as resources become more limited. The problem is amplified by the

training f far more teachers thin are needed and the ahsenc, of

codified strategies to deal 4ith decline.

John K. Norton, Ch,--26, P11410 ( c fh_CatWil CIO! 1;W(t

ieicw (Washington, D.C. : Nr,tional C-)mmitt=_e for Support of

Public Schonis, 1963), p. 66.



So,. tal \.alues ,hitted be,duse if thc influonce of the

Virga. War, a rit,inn ft, .n.st .:onsciousne-s, ..rowinu demands among

-1flority arouh) tor euudi rlaht-,, and a resurgence of independence

attd .ndlvidualit,, At the :dm, time, sued critic-, and reformers ids

c.acel Carson, Barry Co- ,oncr, Jay Forrester, and members of the Club

0* Rome have fo,ased attention on the ecological and economic perils of

unreuullted ttrowth. Even ,upporter , of growth tread lightly and speak

ot ircrer-enta nrowth and careful As a nation we responded

contruic, 3peed Ic legalized abortions,

liu,, a,1 t_ountiess otH r conseryot,oe pollcos. Current policy

c(r,t' rather then a peOp1C, uc responded by

cr.ldrer insNm-,s1 of four, Postponing ,hildren till later

in irr ; 1,c, ae experit-entin w th ditfcrenl life styles. Thus, the

r,.,( not only a shift tr fa ily structure, but a net

,gc it f r crries and their urroundinn -,uhurbn 'o rural toval,-; and

rtc. 1,;', on cgitnr..1 v=ifUe.-.. and eomounity, institutions.

-t rit.a ...trtof e.1 to . high degree of certainty

in trl' 1r L.11i t ....in 1 to ,d.ga,,,t no ajo;, t of t.dacat 'Iona] expenditures.

Tbe cr a 1 , , Put trIn' (JP t he educat onal

, nad r. 'sea to the i narcial Jabiliti normally a,socioted

i.e and 'la.: t
di t lb lc clientele. Fec-Jt r

t t l t tit't1(A

(,t);11 11 ion J sr. ,ir'- not the only trout

fiis . Pre vi1Lp of ,,choolirl

it5cir. jn, ip :'arti(a],)r. I
also heirla

>erHasls ,-;c st10 -ith tle Cole,mir. Report in 1966, it

'ate ,cluent all dcteck't, inegnality ntne, research has rdi;t,

to that 'ore schoolinn or -ore resrarc,s, in th,rselves, have

mta,urable hen._flts. 1 The implication in that qr,atr equality CAP fe

deployng r,ource, r .

Thi, ul3tion !ha: do(_, rot necessarily mean

p,ttr, ac_coyabied by shrinking econom;,. unt-'ployrdnt and inflation,

has resulted in ) set iit different pres,ure, on ,chool di ,tricts. Mo,t

evident i, the change in the education revenue', of the schools.

:Tproxi hilf of -,chool districts' funds core frnm the state and

3 See Jar,,s Coleman ct at Lc,",(1-,1 I IfiLat(ct' Cp)v;tol4t4

(Wa,hin,jton, D.C.. U.S. Government Prirtiai Office, 1966), Frederick

Mosteller and Daniel Moinihan. s-i., Edecatomai! Oply'rtuittil

(New York: Random House, 1972); and Chritofer Jencks cf IP,'quaf{tu:

A fix Ac't{ca (New York:

Basic Bc.A.k,,, 1972).
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d t -339.t 9-9 9;3 it 3:939tc:f 3u Lfica- ii f 3.2.ct or odi rrct jy

t.L.1,1._11t pit n t Tf, perceeta,,e is nrouinq as school

n ins r 1 lc lioney Lb 1.91iic.h to

,,t it tr, t of tilt_ ft i t I xt,II expense'',

can lot ne e guced ;f Ion -,3c 1,i. Si, Jul t art is , voter re look i ng

long 3nd hill l co bond and Ludget increa,es for public services

boni. I 50Jt tttit oUt ho - .3.9i 1 y p is 3.-d a few years ant, d re now

feteifed hfrniHy. In 1564, 25 percent of bond issues put to the voters
i- 1.-9, c-,24 percent 'were reiected.IC 191.,p1yer revolts in Oregon,

rfl,t Live 3hut dojo school, for uecks am! semetimes for
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to do with the fiscal impact of decline on state and local revenues

and expenditures. Our third focus is on the management of decline
both from a theoretical and a practical pcint of view.

Demographic Background

Although population projections are a function of births, deaths

and migration patterns, at the national level births are the most

volatile variable of the three. Most demographers choose the Census

Bureau's Series 11 estimate of an average birth rate of 2.1 children

per woman as the most likely estimate fo- the next twenty years. If

this estimate is indeed accurate, there will be a 19 percent increase

in the 5-13 year old population between 1980 and 2000. However, 'even

with this increase, the schocl population will be almost 4 million less

than 1969's peak enrollment of 37.1 mil!ion. The picture for secondary

education is even less sanguine: enrollments are expected to decline

25 per t rJ ant i 1 1990,1-

Projections, of course, are predicated assumptions. A demographic

analysis by Hariet Fishlow provides a detailed discussion of the crucial

assumptions upon which her population predictions are based. Dr. Fishlow

asserts tnat the Series 11 projection of a completed family size of 2.1

children is the most likely for two reasons. Firs', it is becoming

increasingly difficult to adequately support families with more than two

children, given the current economic slowdown and the exacerbated
competition for jobs by members of the baby boom cohort. Second, many

more women want to fulfill personal goals (as opposed to societal

defined norms) through occupations outside the home. Thus, increasing

numbers of women are reluctant to settle down and raise a family or

prefer to keep their family small.

Fishlow also discusses the likely impact of population trends on

post-secondary institutions, whose enrollments heavily depend on both

the size of the 18-24 year old population and their rate of enrollment.

Over the past years there has been a nearly steady growth in both the

college age population and the rate of enrollment. Both were especially

high in the 1960s. Future trends, however, suggest that post-secondary

12Pussell b. Davis and Gary Lewis, Chapter I

13 Harriet Fishlow, Chapter 2
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2000.

The chAnges in 1)irtli rates and migration catterns will also

alt! ate iv attect the distribution or the country's population: the

populatin will -.row older, there will be a small increase in winoriries
tfiw, !2 9 to 14.8 percent); and more people will he leaving cities to
live ;n rural lreas. Davis and Lewis predict that as population

growth Acs-. and the structure of the population changes, economic gro,wth
also will slow, revenues will be reduced, and budgets will be tighter.``

Com,equently, they expect a mind-set geared to decline to dominate
educational thinking, increasing the likelihood of d sluggish response

when enrollments again begin rising.

Ti- enrollment pattern in non-public education is simila to

public spool trends--it is rcrr the Thi tipmf i= tF riI;ft «'1

by the fact that total student populations are decreasing and
private scrools' share is decreasing. The percentage of student;'
attending non-public schools decreased from 13.6 in 195940 to 11.4 by

1969-70. The trends vary significantly, however, among classifications
of non-puhlic schools. The overall decline is largely attributable to

a bic, drop in Catholic school attendance (which accounted for 76 percent

of the non-public enrollment in 1975-76), overshadowing the fact that
enrollment in i'lost of the other categories of non-public schools grew
between 1965 anu 1975.

Because attendance in Catholic schools accounts for such a large
percentage of private sector enrollment, it hears closer scrutiny. The

tedlowing factors have contributed to its decline: weakening religious and

lotivations, higher costs brought about by deliands for , "saner

1,4 Russell Da4is and Gar,. M. Lewis, Chart_r

Donald t Erickson, Chapter 3
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class size dnd better traine,' teachers, diminution of religious

,:istinctions in efforts to obtain ,tate -uney, migration of Catholic,

to the i,ciburbs, with treic nigher-4uulit, ,chool and reduction in

Catholic fa-dly size The rate of decline, however, sec_mis to have

been curtailed, probabli because of a number of new policies in',.ated

by the church such as the establishfocult of coopertive programs with

Publ:c schools and other parochial schools to acbieve economics of

scale, expansion of services, and the Prduc-ln-, of enrollment pattern-,

s'on'; inner-city Catholic 5choolb to inclade noh-Catholics--particulirlv

and Spanishmirnamed 'tudcnt.

-onh other non- pc' dic schools, the Lutheorn-M oui,,ri Synod schools

eerienced th ilrnest decline, which hi-, been t_tributeci to

withir the church. Most other religious group-, have

,hewr ogest to major gain-, in ittendance. Tb Evangelical schools,

the Jewish Day schools, the Episcopal schools, the free '- chools, and

the 'oemient school have drown over the pd ,t decack. However, their

total '_flr d Vent is still quite small in coi'pat 1- to

ent

of the enrolh ent gain of non-vubliL en,,,ation hi, been

attriuted to discontent over depenrenation. It e=-,tir aced thit

ahoat stuclert-, in southern stite, attend ,,cheols that have

efled ,ince the 1964 Swann deci,ion to ivuiel Towd intedi It ion.

Non-public ,ch,)01 _r-rol!'ent is also on the arsoim; becou'e of other

reason. Protest agoin:-.,t perceived features of Public education,

Includiry, lowerin,J of standards and inade,luatc crpha,i, on basics,

excesc ;Der-i,siveness or too much ri,;idity in the puhlic ,chook;

net of ethnic and religious ph. 111,0; and de,ite for pri.ater

control 0\,er the education process, all c.ontribute to lenewed interest

alternatives.

mother sector expeted to be especially hardpressed is thd

Nation's urban center,.16 The ',tatistics illustrating the demographii

flux in cities are quite stark. from 1960-70 there has been a 13 petkent

decline in the nu-ber of whites livirg in central cities with a

concomitant 40 percent increase in the number of blacks duriL, the

same time period. These figures mask the differential nature of within-

ethnicit/ populatidm flux: while families with children are ,noving

out, younger whites aged 20-24 are moving into urban areas in increasing

numbers. There is also ar uneven age distribution of blacks in the

urban population: whereas the percent of urban t,l,i in their early

1' MI /top Bic and Alvin H. Townsel, Chapter Li

,()
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twenties relatively low, it is quite high for those 5-14 and 25-40.
This population fluidity is reflected in school enrollment figures.
The peak enrollment ,,.ear f.(,r the 'w(nty-eight largest urban school
systes was 1970-71 but Loi 1975-76 enrollment had precipitously ,leclined

to what had been in 1962-63.

The proble,i of enroll ,ent decline for urban areas, however, is not

ju,t a 'ratter of fewer students. The cities are becoming increasingly
:)otiulated by lower income, minority families whose children usually are
ore difficult to educate because of their disadvantaged background.
In addition to the tremendous needs of such children, cities suffer from
otner pressing problems due, in large part, to a dwindling tax base
caused by chronic un-and under-employment, small business failures,

1 irge bur loess disinvestment, and massive emigration of middle- an0

flpulation groups.

.ter tn Cleveland, for example, have seen their taxes increased

b, 13% .,t_rcent ,ince 1964, while the assessed valuation of real estate
and ,,ublic utilities ha, declined from 1.97 billior to 1.81 billion from
1963 to 1373. Thu-,, the increase in the millage .ates has been dissipated
to some extent by the shrinking property tax base. Philadelphia is another

,_ase in point. The city and school district suffered a combined cumulative
deficit of ;90 -illion in 1976. Whereas the school system relies on
prnncrt, the city need rely only on its wage base. Although

in.Jun, i, incroainc_i, the assets from property are waning, leaving
the -a_hool -,/ste in a particularly precarious position.

Thu tale-> of 'woe can be replicated from city to city, especially

for those urban area, in regions of the country hard hit by the

recent ff,no, ic recession. And because school fiscal matters are often
inextrit.ably tied co those of its government unit. both units often

founder tigether. Bins and Townsel argue that cities, in comparison to
their suburban neighbors, are more hard pressed because of greater service
needs required by d lower income, ',ore densely settled population and

higher mani..:inal administrative costs. On the average in the thirty

seven larnet SMSAs, cities ,pent approximately 40 percent more than their

suburban _ounterparts for both educatio-, and non-education-related

expenses. While education expenses have remained a fairly constant one-
third of the total expenditure, from 1957-70, they accounted for slightly
over h,,If of suburban budgets in the same time period.
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Due to the greater tax burden urban areas bear in supporting public

,erviLes and their consequent inability to provide adequately for

education, the authors believe that states ,,ad the federal government,

through finance mechanisms, should increase assistance to cities. Whether

one believes in the concept of "municipal overburden" or not, it is clear

that urban managers dol7And this perception of education as a stepchild in

the cmmunity may be as pernicious, were it a reality.

The Fiscal Effects of Decline: The View from the States

The most immediate impact of declining en-ollment is on the budget.

Most state-aid allocations are either directly or indirectly related to

student count, so that during a period of enrollment decline state funds

are reduced in proportion to district's loss of students. As a result

this is also where help is first sought.

Currently, nineteen out of the thirty-seven states which have

experienced enrollment decline, plus ten stares which have not, use one

of several provisions to either discount or forestall the loss of state

aid to districts." These provisions are distinguishable by the fact that

the'r, create a buffer period that serves to cushion the impact of decline

and a, such are essentially variants of "hold harmless" schemes. While

some mechanisms guarantee continuing support d:_spite decline, others

require that districts make downward expenditure decisions as student

enrollment declines continue.

Odden and Vincent have investigated some correlates of decline in

four states." They examined the magnitude of the problem, both statewide

and on a school (1:,trict basis. by analyzing the type of school district

affected; the wealth, tax rate, and state aid characteristics; the effects

on expenditures and personnel, and the effect on the minority composition

of school districts.

Their results indicate that the greatest decline has occurred in the

elementary grades, in both very large and very small distrcits, and in

central cities. A renional analysis shows that while the south and south-

west are enjoying a boom and the northeast is relatively stable, the mid

western, mid-Atlantic, and Pacific Coast states are suffering decline. To

complicate matters further, both enrollment declines and increases may

occur simultaneously in the same state.

17 For a recent review of the municipal overburden argument, see

Aaron Gurwitz, Th Folanc4a Cruchtwil u,ly UPthail Schocf 1)1stAtcts: A

FMeAat Peeceq Pr"b.Srcctcve (Santa Monica, California: The Rand Corp.,

January 1978).

15 Jack Leppert and Dorothy Routh, Chapter 5.

19
Allan Odden and Phillip E. Vincent, Chapter 6.

22
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A curious picture emerges. Districts with large declining enrollments

spend greater than the state averages per pupil for total, instructional,

operational, and maintenance-of-plant and fixed expenditures. Declining

enrollment districts also are marked by above-average property wealth per

pupil, tax rates above or equal to statewide averages, and above-average

state-aid per pupil. In trying to make sense of this data, it has to

be remembered that any per pupil measure will increase with a decrease

in students. 'n all likelihood, this explajns the above-average
property wealth of districts with the most statewide decline. Contrary

to expectation, however, the amount of state-aid per pupil is still

markedly high for the dt_.:lining enrollment districts. Whether this

is merely an artifact of the yardstick or an indicator of state

provisions mitigating decline is unclear.

There is another anomaly in the data. ")eclining enrollment

distri:its seen to tax themselves beyond whet one would expect for

propert', wealthy districts with a decline n tudents. One explanation

for this is that urban areas probably make up a large number of the

districts experiencing the most decline and they usually tax themselves

heavil', to support the services they provide. The Odden and Vincent

work supports the proposition that the relationship between decline

and various financial indicato-s for cities is unique. Examination

of measures of fiscal wealth in cities which have suffered declining
enrollment,, indicates that the loss of demand for school services

has simply changed the cities' position from one of great disadvantage

to one of lesser disadvantage.

The implication fcr state policy suggested by Odden and Vincent

is that if a state decides to provide for a declining enrollment factor,

it may be best developed in the context of equalization formulas to

ensure that districts helped by a declining enrollment factor are those

which need nelp rather than those which have simply lost students.

This point is highlighted by a recent examination of fiscal and

programma;_ic effects of decline in Iowa, which has had a greater

relative enrollment loss that any other state between 1972 and 1975.
20

The investigation indicates a ,'N,;(r.a(Vri adverse impact of declining

enrollment for two different reasons. First, enrollment losses have

been concentrated in districts with the greatest fiscal resources to

meal with them. Second, decline occurred in the wake of school finance
reform; the legislature realized that it could assume increased
responsibilit'es for school revenue-raising without the burden of

additional state taxes since the number of children needing services was

decreasing. Because reform resulted in a massive increase in state-aid
to most Iowa districts, regardless of decline, many districts were better

able to survive the dislocations of declining enrollment than they
would have under the old inequitable funding system.

20William H. Wilken and John Callahan, Chapter 7.
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Another finding of this study is that both increasing and decreasing

enrollment school districts perceived the impact of enrollment change on

the quality of specific services similarly. This suggests that factors

other than declining enrollments may be causing problems at the district.'

level. Although decline has had mixed effects, the authors contend it has

failed to result in any major shifts in the quality and character of local

school services. Districts claim that decline inhibits innovation and

expansion, but they also report their adjustments to it have yet to result

in program cutbacks.

Managing Decline

Beri-an and McLaughlin step back fro, several years of investigating

how previously-funded change efforts are implemented in schools and

contemplate how decline approximates what they learned about change in

Past resedre
zi

q. They believe that the management of decline will be

exacerbated by the tendency of districts to employ short-term solutions

rather than developing long-term planning strategies; to avoid conflict;

and to attempt to reverse or undo decisions made during expansion.

Districts, however, can avoid some of these pitfalls if they learn

to ranage the change required by enrollment decline much as they had to

learn how to implement change during the more halcyon days of the 1960s.

Successful implementation of change, the authors believe, requires an

understanding of the process whereby reform is adopted, implemented, and

ultimately institutionalized. All three stages require sufficient

community and stuff participation to guarantee a long-lasting base of

support. They suggest that symbolic attempts of reform can be avoided by

such strategies as staff development, the efficient use of specialists,

and budgetary systems which provide options rather than assure automatic

and arbitrary cutbacks.

While researchers speculate on the problems of managing decline, the

superintendent must deal with it directly. The report of one superintendent

describes some of the day-to-day crises. William Keough details the

trauma a Long Island community suffered in attempting to implement one of

the most frequently employed solutions to enrollment declineclosing a

school

21 Paul Berm and Milbrey McLaughlin, Chapter 8.

William Keough, Chapter 9.
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In addition he enumates other problems superintendents can

expect. A continuing drop in pupil-teacher ratios, fewer younger
teachers, decrea-,es in chances for advancement, and legal problems
entailed in RIF procedures are all basic personnel problems that mange t-,

need to Effects on the quality of a system's educational
program must also be considered. One of the greatest hazards is
"indecision and perennial drift -a condition which, for many, seems
preferable to difficult policy decisionmaking." The decisions are

difficult: should programs be cut, faculties consolidated, taxes
increased, deficits run? Keough discusses the pros and cons of each
as strategies for solving the vexing problems of decliie.

The effects of decline on teachers are direct and immediate .23

Even though pupil-teacher ratios are being reduced, the teaching market
is drying up and colleges continue to oversupply an already saturated

market. Supply and demand figures for the 1970s show that the demand
for new elementary and secondary school teachers in 1974 was less than

half the supply. Even though the supply is waning and fewer students
are choosing education JS a field, the imbalance is expected to persist
for some time. The prospects for higher education are particularly
gloomy. The number of people in the traditional college age group will
decline 25 percent between 1980 and 1994, causing enrollment to drop

by 1.8 million. In order to accommodate this smaller number of
anticipated students, total faculty size could be reduced by as much as
100,000. If this occurs, total academic demand, in fact, will only

be one-third the st,pply.

Women and sinorities, alrea,'Y disproportionately distributed in
education, may bear the brunt of retrenchment. They comprise an unusually

large proportion of preschool and elementary school teachers, a smaller
Proportion of high school teachers, and very small numbers of administrators.
In addition, minority employees tend to he concentrated in service,
clerical, and aide positions. A similar situation exists at the college
level, with fewe- women and minorities holding professorships, tenure, or
mdministrative positions. In addition, there are noticeable disparities
in earnings between sexes and between races for teachers at all levels of

the education system. With retrenchment, whatever recent gains have been
made may begin to slip for minorities and women.

Seniority and tenure are the two policies that wreak havoc with
the once dependable education employment ladder. Because of past and

present discrimination, women and minorities are less likely to have
equivalent seniority with white males in job positions to which they may

have recently gained access. The question unions are now beginning to face

'Bella Rosenberg and Phillip E. Vincent, Chapter 10.
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is how to maintain their principles without compromising recent achievements

of affirmative action programs., The courts have recognized both absolute

seniority and retroactive seniority--time added for those denied jobs in

violation of the Civil Rights Act. The courts notwithstanding, the

responsibility will probai:ly fall to the unions to negotiate contracts

balancing the rights of women and minorities against those accruing for

age and experience.

One potential response to decline is increased competition for students.
We speculated that a decrease in the supply of students would serve as an
incentive for schools to compe, for students. Moreover, we expected that

competition would be most likely to occur among schools serving the same
population--high schools, adult schools, and community colleges. Zusman

and Weiner, in their case studies e three California school districts,

found these suspicions unsupported.24 Institutions serving the same clientele
do not actively compete for more or new students. Rather, the three
districts would be better distinguished by the level of conflict within
them--the "suspicion, resentment and antagonism" resulting from "a perceived
threat of territorial invasion and the fear that enrollments might be lost."

Note, however, that it was not declining enrollments which precipitated
this increased level of conflict. Instead, an overall expanstor of adult

enrollments was the major cause. The authors also found substantial
differences in levels of conflict among different communities, which they
attribute to a number of largely idiosyncratic factors. Changing patterns

of service, aggressive and committed adult school program directors, and a
community college's challenge of an adult school's monopoly are all examples
of situations which increase the level of conflict among the various
interested parties without 4:00 cl_ctc, resulting in any institution's active

competition for students.

24 Ami Zusman and Stephen Weiner, Chapter 11.
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Decreasing enrollments for elementary schools will be with us
until the mid-1980s and for secondary schools into the 1990s. Not

only does decline differentially affect parts of the education sector--

higher education, private education, elementary and secondary schools--it
is more prevalent in certain regions of the country and types of

communities. A summary review of state policy suggests that although

many states have decided to subsidize declining enrollment districts
by altering their school finance mechanism, they have yet to deal with
the sticky problem of trying to determine whether all declining

enrollment districts deZekve special treatment. In fact, a recent

study sponsored by the Office of Education (OE) of the ten districts
in each state with the greatest absolute and relative decline suggests
that these districts do not, on the average, sufler financially as
compared to other districts (See Table 2).

Although the nationa: averages hide tremendous variations bo )

within the data and among states, some districts clearly hay not

experienced as much financial hardship as was originally pr(_ cted.

Similarly, communities react differently to the problems of decline.

Thus, although East Meador., .._ong Island, went through a crisis because

of dissension over school closings, reports from Seattle have been

much more positive.25 ',That is one to make of this pot pout"?

Some districts are clearly on the horns of dilemma. Fewer students

are enrolling, vet school costs are increasing because of student losses

and because of a number of other factors such as requirements to
implement state-and federal-mandated programs, obligations incurred
by collective bargaining, rising energy costs and inflation.

Why then are actual expenditures and revenue problems less than

some expect_d? The answer may lie in how the state responds with
financial assistance and in how strongly communities feel about their
schools. State aid mechanisms compensate for pupil loss by such devices
as correctio.-s for inflation, sparcity, or municipal overburden which

soften the financial blow. Alteaatively the lessened impact may be

a function of district responses., Fixed costs prevent districts from
tutting expenses precipitously. Enrollment has to decline rdrkedly

before even one teacher slot can be out. -his lag in

25Nancy Burton. Donald Eismann and Alice Wohdt, School z and
Neighbokhood4 Reiscaltch Study, National Institute of Education Project

No. NIE-S-75-0076, December 1976.
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TABLE 3

NATIONAL SURVEY OF FINANCIAL CHANGES IN SCHOOL DISTRICTS WITH HIGHES1

ENROLLMENT DECLINES, 1971-75

Increases in Average
u;st-ict Amounts

High "Numer
Decline' Districts*

High "Percentage
Decline" Districts-:,*

All

Districts

District Revenues 3Lh (22%) 25% (22%) 32',, (21t).

State Aid to Districts 50 (63) 37 (71) 44 (60

Locally Raised Revenues
n ,.)
4, 62) 23 (53) 27 (55)

District Tax Oases 23 21) 20 (22) 24 (22)

Locally Raised Revenue per
Dollar of Tax base 3 (60) 8 (43) 2 (4t0

Increases in Average
P :r Pupil Amounts

District. Revenues 56 (25') 51-i (2W 52, (?2/)

..ate A.3 to District- 7L+ (30) 67 (85) 66 (89)

Locally Raised Peveneu, 43 (71) 51 (62, 47 ('-3)

District Tax Rases' 44 (27) 49 (31) 1.4 (?8)

c,stricts with tne larqeit decline in the of pupils attending school.

-g wi*: the larije=t 1-,,':0-_!cc! decline in pupils attending :choral.

I4OTL. Standard deviations are In parentheses,

SOURCE: Robert J. ourkeli-ayer and John J. Huuden, "Declining Enrollments: A 4tr_vey of tnu

States and Selected School Districts" (Syracuse, N.Y., Syracuse Research Corporation, 197/).
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fiscal response tends to produce a continuing per pupil escalation in

costs. Delays in cutting a budget can often result in an unanticipated

resicual supply of tax monies.25 Thus, it appears that there will be

certain predictable short- and long-term responses to decline which
differ substantially in degree and kind for various types of districts.

27

Policymakers, searching for solutions, have to weigh where in the

retrenchment cycle a district is and what type of district it is to

choose the most appropriate response. In addition to these considerations,

a policymaker has to ask: "If the demand for education is decreasing,

ought we not be spending less to buy it?" When the output of an industry

decreases, the industry's total expenses should decrease. Absent a proven

relationship between resources and productivity gains in education, a
convincing argument can be made that education, as it serves fewer people,

should gradually be costing the taxpayer less.

A few statistics illustrate how bounteous the education fount has

been. From 1960 to 1970, educational expenditures for public schools
28

increased from $16 to $41 billion, a 112 percent increase in real dollars.

During the same time period, elementary and secondary education's share

of the GNP increased 27 percent over what was spent in 1960. And yet for

the past several years the litany of complaints about the quality of

education continues. y_uestions concerning test scores, discipline

and absenteeism continue to plague schools*. Since more money does

not seem to improv the quality of educational outputs, adding resources
to education during a period of retrenchment should be treated with

a healthy skepticism. Alternatively, our expectations for the education

we are buying may have increased; so that we may, in fact, be buying

more today than yesterday.

26 Sol Levin, ed. , Whcki Ea1otfment Dectines, Cutlit LeadoLship Action

Fcfcc 84 (Waterford, Conn.: Craft Educational Services, 1975).

2' Jay C. Chambers and Guilbert C. Hentschke, "The Impact of(

Occttn,ch 50_ OaMekttS OK C('3 o6 Education and the Lcvc f c' Schoof

Ots ttce t E actwz e s : Ap Anaty6i4 o4 Schoof Vec c s conmak4ng -in the Face

OccfAntug EntatmoiLs" (San Francisco, Calif.: American Education

Research Association, April 1976).

28 The CondLtion o Education, National Center for Education

Statistics, (Washington, D.C.: GPO, 1976) p. 189.
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There is, however, an argument to be made for some midpoint along

the expenditure spectrum, because school systems in fact do require

substantial funding just to be able to h-J1c, their own. Declining

enrollments would not have been so serious in the absence of an economic

recession and the energy crisis. only are school unit costs

increasing, but it takes time for school systems to realize any savings

resulting from decline, i.e., to 1-'0 enough students in the right

places, to cut a teaching slot. to drop a :,logram or to close a

builuinq.

Policymakers may well decide to provide transition support in the

belief that this will facilitate orderly belt-tightening, but they must

also realizr*this support comes at the expense of such other options as

property tax relief, or the transfer of education dollars to other public

sector needs. These options should be kept in mind as we review the

policy suggestions below, for by and large, the position of the NIE-

sponsored work shared by most articles in t'ae subject, has been more

on the side of increased support for education rather than demoting

schonis in the hierarchy of "needs" and "wants." If the former strategy

is chosen, then what follows is a series of useful suggestions about

how support might be best directed. If a harsher solution is preferred,

what follows has less relevance.

POLICY SUGGESTIONS

The NIE research offers a number oc concrete solutions desinned to

soften the impact of decline. There is general agreement that a

coordinated federal, state and local effort is needed to avoid serious

disruption of schooling. Simplistic, conventional answers--reductions-

in-force, consolidation, school closilq,, znd program reduction--are

disruptions to both school and communities alike. They can, at best,

be only part of a viable long-term solution. What, then, can be done

to prevent panic in the streets of communities experiencing hew'y
out-migration and declining birth rates?

Over the next few pages we describe some of the most promising

suggestions and summarize them according to the locus of action required.

Different perspectives set the stage for different policies at each

level of governance- - Iota', state, and federal. The local policies

are directed at budgets, staffing problems, and facilities utilization;

the state policies at financial aid and technical assistance; and

the federal policies at research and support. If successfully

implemented, it may even be possible for tne student to derive some

benefit from the upheaval associated with declining enrollments.
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Local Policies

Local policy prescriptions are easier to make than to apply, but

there is a general _ons,--,n,us t'lat ttic straterlie, would ea,
the pains of retrenchment:

o New and Improved Management Practices

o Horizontal and Vertical Diversification

o Flexible Personnel Policies

Yet it is becoming increasingly clear that we cannot general;ze these
strategies either individually or La tote. Because what works where
and how is subject to local conditions, we merely recount the authors'
policy recommendations without assigning a value or obvious preference
to any of them. More than likely, the success of any single strategy
depends on timing, agility and luck.

New and Improved Management Techniques

Decline is bad enough in itself, but its adverse effects are
compounded by the ur,familiarity Americans in general and the education
industry in particular have had with it.29 Most of the United States'
experience up to now has been confronting growth. During periods of
growth there is ample slack within the system. People can make

mistakes, the consequences of which may be relatively minor or even go
unnoticed. During decline, the margin for error is reduced. The

problems are exacerbated because those responsible for managing decline
are often those least able to do so--senior managers and administrators,
who jealously guard their positions and prestige in the face of an
oversupply of younger applicants."

A school closing scenario illustrates the special skills and
considerations necessary to manage a dec .ning enrollment situation.
A commonly proposed solution is to close a school and consolidate its
resources and students with a neighboring school. But because closing
a school is such a politically explosive solution, it is usually a
solution of last resort. The decision process is fraught with political

29Kenneth E. Boulding, "The Management of Decline", Change,
vol. 7, no. 5 (June 1975), pp. 8-9.

"Lewis B. Mayhew, Educationat LeadeAskip and Decfining Efutt-Lehrento
(Berkeley, Calif.: McCutchen Publishing Corp., 1974).
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battles centering around preserving the "neighborhood" school. Yet

when communities consider closing a school, they seldom think of

such non-school criteria as the impact on the neighborhood. The

solution to the problem may entail consequences which are often not

considered in decisionmaking. Furthermore, ever if all the consequences

are foreseen, administrators are likely to employ short-term solutions

rather than developing long-term planning strategies. For example,
elementary school enrollments are projected to rebound in the early

1980s. Communities which sell schools to offset financial problems
during the current period may face the prospect of buying back or

building new schools a decade later.

Some effort has to be made to enable local administrators and

managers to share those strategies which work and those that don't
Among the needed skills will be the development of new budgetary

practices that enable mangers to assess the trade-offs entailed in

any set of decisions. While it was common practice during periods

of growth to add components or increase the budget across the board,

it will be tempting to excise program components or cut the budget

uniformly during this period of decline. These techniques, unless

exercised with great care, may result Tri serious and unforeseen down-

stream consequences. Once components are cut for example, new
perceptions of what constitutes an adequate education are formed,

making it difficult to bring them back.

There are lessons from the sixties teat might help managers in

the seventies, as Berman and McLaugh116 suggest. Districts should

be able to manage the change required by enrollment declines.
Successful implementation of change, they believe, requires

understanding of how reform is adopted, implemented, and ultimately

institutionalized. All three stages require sufficient community and
staff participation to guarantee a long lasting base of support.
Purely symbolic attempts at reform can be avoided by such strategies

as staff development, the efficient use of specialists, and budgeting

systems which provide options rather than ones which assume automatic

and arbitrary cutbacks.
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Another ...iv in WhiLn senool district planning might be

i would De in better coordination with municipal planning and

decision-al ,in-J. As Bins and Townsel note, "the relative isolation of

ho, 1 .1-,11-ict ,oerrvet ind plAnninq from the activities and phnhing

of their .unicipalitic-. has resulted in the duplication or mismatch of

decisluns, and facilities in a number of areas; e.g.,

recreation, health care, tran,portation, continuing education, bi-cultural
services. rezoning decisions, road improvement programs,, and so on. If

t-,etter cc-ordination mechanisms and institutional management systems
were innl, lonted, city school systems for one would probably be better

Better coordination might improve the delivery of youth services

in ost communities. With the advent of the Youth Employment Development
At, LEAs will have an opportunity to work with CETA "prime sponsors,"

in t'e integration of education services, job training, and

1 t foa- the first time in many areas.

H-,z-intal and Vertical Diversification

B_sjnesses r-es;)ond to a decrease in demand for their products

hr_,rizontal or vertical diversification. That is, they either

branch o.,:t into new fields or incorporate more and more components of

the :,-,_,duction process into their ongoing endeavors. The education

irllustry could do -uch the same thing by improving conditions for their
current students, expanding to serve new clienteles, and using existing

buildin,s to house other comi,inity services.

One option is to increase demand for facilities. Empty or surplus

space nee(l not go unused. There are probably many programs within a

school that could use some elbow room. Libraries can add independent
study areas, seminar and large-group space can be created; alternative
procira,is can be more conveniently housed; vocational offerings expanded;

and student lounges and activity offices created. Options like these

enable the school to add a human touch and service orientation to what
:onsider a stark, factory-like environment.

Before boarding up a school, decisionmakers can consider leasing 11

or parts of a facility to such varied groups as health clinics, manpower

employment centers, day care centers, recreation and food services for

senior citizens, and family counseling services. Not only will the

school system earn income, it can often sell maintenance and custodial

services to the leasors, thus keeping more of its staff employed.
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Furthermore, the neighboring community is bound to benefit from the

influx of people and the continued use of the facility.31

A second option is to expand to serve new clientele. Although

Zusman and Weiner found competition to be foreign to sectors of the

education community serving tl-e same students, it will probably become

nec'ssary for educators to be less complacent and adopt a more

"entrepreneurial stance" if they want to encounter other than a

sharply curtailed demand. There are two groups which have been

virtually untapped by elementary/secondary education--adults and

children under the age of five.

Schools can dispel the increasingly held opinion that they

segregate students from the young and adults by allowing adults to

take courses or by creating new courses for adults, such as leisure

time courses, high school equivalency programs, and manpower training

courses. All have the potential of bringing new clients into the

school. Of course, it 1 11 be much easier for high schools to move

in this direction because elementary school facilities are usually

unsuited for adults.

On the other end of the age spectrum, schools could begin offering

preschool services. In-school child care services have two strikes

against them--they are more expensive than other modes of child care,

and many parents prefer home care to instituticlal day care of any

sort.32 Yet schools could probably initiate marketing surveys in their

community to determine if such preschool services are desirable.

Flexible Personnel Policies

The biggest problem posed b1 decline, with the exception of school

closings, is staffing. Currently, most systems have not cut teacher
slots because attrition is taking care of excess positions. But the

time will probably come when districts will have little choice but to

lay off teachers. Such a decision is bound to wreak havoc among teachers

and their unions. Charges of decreasing program quality will proliferate

and labor-management disputes will likely escalate.

3IA study conducted for NtE by the Seat'1,- School system suggests that

facilities utilization, in fact, may account for the lack of many significant

effects of school closings. Every school which Seattle closed was used by

the community for non-educational purposes. See Nancy Burton, Donald Eismann

and Alice Woldt, Schoot6 and NeZghboAkoods Research Study, Schaaf BuLtling

We Study, December 1976.

32 Meredith A. Larson, FedeAat Poticy ph PAe,oehoet SeAviceis, Az4umptions

and Evidence (Menlo Park, California: SRI, International, 1975).
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Unless communities are willinn to pay a higher price for education,

teachers will be facing iob losses and curtailed employment opportunities.
There are, however, several strategies districts could use to decrease

the likelihood of teacher unemployment. For example, districts could

offer teachers the prospect of early retirement or lengthy sabbaticals.
Both allow older teachers to leave the system and enable younger teachers

to replace them. Long-term sabbaticals also give teachers the opportunity
to try out another field with the guarantee of returning to the classroom
should the alternative career path prove unsuccessful. School systems

might also experiment with work-sharing programs in which two, teachers

share one position.

Gi\en ,he lack of opportunity for new hires, an increasingly older
group of teachers will be staffing schools, and schools may lose the leavening
that younge- and new teachers provide. Therefore, it will become
increas:nglt important to establish meaningful in-service programs which
can update teachers on new techniques in the field. Unfortunately, the

reputation of '.any in-service programs has not been good. Because

this ma/ be the only means to keep teachers and administrators up-to-date,
new strategies, will have to be developed to rake in-service projects
meaningful and to give faculty incentives to participate in them.

State Folic:

States can be characterized by a range of financial support systems
and means of revenue distribution as well as varying degrees of research
capabilities and different organizational strengths.
Despite these differences, however, there are some common approaches and
policies tnat states are or could be considering. The areas that the

authors uniformly found susceptible to change are:

o Reformulation of state aid policy to protect
districts against sudden losses of state aid

o Improvement of forecasting methods to provide
LEAs more lead time

O Technical assistance and dissemination of
information regarding improved management
practices and planning for fluctuating

enrollments
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o Provision of special services to units

and development of alternative means for the

delivery of services

o Reshaping of teacher certification and personnel

policies

St:...te Aid

Partly as a result of their growing financ,-; ,ele in

education, states have taker the most concrete actions to date to

counter the effects of declining enrollments. Much of the panic in

districts can be traced to fear of loss of the sf3t.2,1 financial

resources that have come to be taken for granted by most LEAs.

Therefore, it was Predictable that state agencies sad legislators

would use ,tAte aid mechanisms to ease the pre' s- re.

The most frequently proposed solution has b_en the "hold harmless"

clause which limits the loss of state aid to i.rv, single district

hecause of declining enrollments. Not a "solution" in the strict sense, the

"hold harmless" provision was actually in place .n .',any states long

before decline was recognized as a serious problc.m. It had been introduced

into state aid reform bills to pre\ent losses to districts from redistricting

and to secure the votes of legislators in dist, i is threatened by loss of

funds. Therefore, existing "hold harmless" laws it some states only

incidentally offer protection to districts with falling enrollments.

In other states, however, more direct measures have been initiated

s,ch as the use of multi-year averages or prior year student counts, as the

basis for distribution. Adjustments to state aid iermulas have been

suggested by Bins and Townsel, Wilken and Callihan and Leppert and Routh,

with the latter describing the current state system, in detail.

These authors acIreed on the need for sore state aid protection

if not on the means.

The degree of protection for operating budgets is, of course,

dependent on how much the state is willing to ieves-_. In some instances

the protection is more symbolic than real. Most state aid "hold harmless"

clauses are, of course, only short-term solutions providing temporary

relief to diffuse the impact. Basing aid on a prior year count, a

moving average, or guranteeing a percentage of a prior year's aid only

delays the eventual financial crunch. In addition, much of the aid

saved can be devoured by inflation. Ensuring a fraction of the previous

year's aid offers little solace if an increase is, in fact, required just

to keep pace with rising costs.

.3F
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It is evident that as long as state aid formulas are based on
per pupil formulas, declining enrollments will create financial
problems. Costs are not entirely variable, as many of the papers

pointed out. Possible long-term solutions, then, are to develop
formulas that can simulate the real budget flexibility of the school

district or to offer support through program-based categorical aid.
Unfortunately, the former would mean even more complex state aid
systems ,J1An we already have and would be quite difficult to enact.
The latter attaches "strings" to the money and conflicts with local
autonomy. The current strategy, then, is to continue to do hat

states have been doing--using compensatory means to buy scho l districts
time to adjust to their reduced enrollments and revenues.

Forecasting

While the operational problems are ultimately felt within the
schools, state education agencies h in unique vantage point to

generate solutions. Many of the aut , suggest that states should
improve their capability to analyze enrollment trends by projecting

enrollments in a less aggregated fashion. National and even statewide
projections do nothing for individual districts since they overlook
the nonuniformity of enrollment decline. And regiona7 situations
have to be considered in predicting what is likely to happen to
individual schools. Knowledge of economic conditions, migration
patterns, and complex social or economic indicators can help districts
plan ahead. In order to supply such information states need to

develop reliable data collection mechanisms. Local agencies have
neither the means nor the sophistication to do this, and the federal
government has neither the authorization nor the motivation.

Planning and Dissemination

Another -eneral responsibility of state agencies is to offer

technical assistance and to disseminate information to local agencies-
information not only on what is ft aa to occur, but on what can be
de,4_ about it. States can increase LEA awareness and help districts

build on the experiences of other LEAs. Educators in local districts-
especially in rural areas--often feel isolated and out of touch with
others in the profession and believe their situation is unique when,
in fact, it is not. Too few networks for the sha'ring of information

exist. SEAs, along with statewide professional organizations such as
the National School Boards Association, the National Association of
State Boards of Education and the unions can help by publishing infor-

mation, holding seminars, running training programs, and offering
workshops on topics related to the problems associated with decline.33

"Several associations have already published manuals on the problems
of decline and ways of overcoming them. See for example David H. Florio,

Dectining Entatments (National School Boards Association), 1978; and
Robert J. Geettel and Dana W. Paige, "A Report on Declining Enrollment,"
in The Impeltative o LeadeAship, vol. 2, no. 1 (National Association of
State Boards of Education, July 1976).
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Some of the work needed is simply public relations related. Because of

the ethicc of growth that has evolved, declining enrollments take a

psychological toll on schools that exacerbate the financial problems.

Citizens are less likely to approve legitimate budget increases or

bond issues when enrollments are dropping. Keough suggests that

communities tend to perceive decline as indicative of communal failure

rather than as a arowi -ig demographic pattern resulting from shifting

values. 34

The major thrust of the technical assistance, however, ought to
be directed toward improving management practices. Management science

and organizational behavior are disciplines that can be learned and

applied to mitigate the effects of changing conditions. In times

past, as the papers repeatedly point out, management problems existed

but there was little need to take them seriously with expanding enroll-

ments and growing resources. Choices among important alternatives

were not difficult if by waiting a district could expect to eventually

have each of them. State assistance was not needed and when offered

was often even rejected as interference. Under the crisis conditions

that now exist in some communities, help is not only welcomed, but

requested. As the constraints On resources have tightened, decisions
about the allocation of scarce resources become more important and more

susceptible to already developed management decisionmaking methods and

models. 'Budgets that previously resulted from standardized ----

increases for growth now require careful scrutiny and analysis. PERT,

economic order models, distribution models, and simulation are all

techniques that states can disseminate to help localities optimize the

use of scarce resources.
Special Services

State agencies can directly provide some of the specialized services

that are most likely to be lost when budgets are out. Usinn

techniques that have been developed for rural districts over the years,
the state, through the state department of education or regional and

intermediate agencies, can serve the handicapped or exceptional child

when the demand cannot justify the high cost of these services. The

specialized services--whether basic or "frills"--that are the first to

go in a financial crunch because of their limited appeal or limited

clientele can be retained if the costs are shared. Often state or

regional units are the most ex edient way to do this. The experiences

of rural areas can be utilized by larger districts now being forced

into similar conditions that rural districts have been experiencing

for years.

34 William Keouyh, Chapter 9
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Staffing Policies

Lastly, the states can contribute to developing more flexible

staffing policies. While parents, taxpayers and students are only
indirectly affected by changing enrollments, teachers and support

staff feel the full force of its aftermath. A taxpayer may pay a few

more dollars and a student may lose an elective, but the teacher stands

to lose his or her job. The minority teacher or female administrator
who, in most cases, has less seniority than her white, male counterpart,
is most likely to be let go.35 Most of the authors suggested that

the states can protect both teachers and the affirmative action
gains of recent years by creating early retirement incentives,

establishing teacher job clearinghouses, retraining teachers for
skills in demand, and providing subsidies for teachers to go back

for advanced education.

Federal Po'icies

What can the Federal government do to help LEAs and SEAs cope

with the problem of decline? Even though local and state decision-

makers will act out most of the drama of retrenchment, the federal
government has a role to play. First and foremost, the federal
government has the perfect vantage point for conducting national

research, evaluation and development work. Only the Office of

Education, the National Institute of Education, and the National
Center for Education Statistics have a broad enough mandate and

interest to survey the country for trends, techniques, and programs
which can benefit practitioners from all parts of the country. The

authors reviewed suggest that it would be appropriate for the federal

government to provide staff development, as well as suggest technical

assistance activities ar,,1 research and dissemination projects.

Our contributors also suggested a range of research activities

that the federal government might undertake. For ease of presentation,

we have divided them into finance and management questions.

355ee Chapter 10 by Rosenberg
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Finance

Many states have instituted various mechanisms to ameliorate the

impact of decline:6 As yet, we know very little about the effectiveness

of these revisions in the formulas and whether or not they provide

the necessary aid across a range of states and districts with widely

different needs and characteristics. These hold harmless clauses may

be most effective in states with greater responsibility for supporting

education; or they could penalize urban districts most. Further research

could suggest what the most likely effects are. Even more important,

we have no idea how such legislative tinkering interacts with recent

state attempts to distribute monies more equitably. Any decline in

students will result in higher average wealth put pupil and a con-

comitant reduction in state equalization aid, thus increasing the

likelihood of offsetting state equity goals.

Research is also warranted into the fiscal and administrative

costs of and responses to decline. Although adequate models may exist

describing and modeling changes in the education sector during an era

of growth, very little is known about organizational and fiscal

response to decline. Models of other industries may be inappropriate,

but until education develops some of its own, industrial models

may be the only guide. Once new models are developed, they may help
policymakers evaluate solutions as well as sucicest where intervention

might be most appropriate.

Management

Techniques used during periods of growth may fail administrators

and teachers during periods of decline. Keough calls for the development

of a "science of contraction management" which would help to identify

new management skills and transmit them to practitioners in the field.37

Such a science would also pinpoint what institutional characteristics

and decisionmaking strategies best predict successful management

of high enrollment loss.

The politics of decline also bear careful study. Research and

case studies indicate that political and bureaucratic problems result

when district decisions are made without practitioner and community

input.3d Yet, there are many unanswered questions about practicipatory

structures and what makes them effective. "How can meaningful

arrangements bL implemented?", "What is the relationship between

36 Leppert and Routh, Chapter 5
17 Keough, Chapter 9
38 Katherine E. Eisenberger, Closing a School: Some Ways to Ease the

Trauma. School Management 18;7, 33-36 (August/September, 1975).
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participation and decisionmaking?", "What kinds of authority should
be delegated?", "Who should participate and how should they be selected?"
Some str;::',.-2gies may politicize the community excessively, while others

may result in more effective (a' A peaceful) community involvement.-

CONCLUSION

"Anythinc: worth doing, is worth doing badly," said Kenneth Boulding9
in a 1977 address to the Council of Educational Facility Planners.

Speaking about his bent for watercolor painting, he mentioned that
his son suggested lessons to improve his technique. Boulding responded

that schoollng would obviate his claim of beirig a naive painter. The

moral he offered the audience was not that decline shouldn't be better
maned, but that we should not be afraid to do a bad job of it.
"Nothing succeeds like failure", he went on to explain, suggesting that
anagers pay equal attention to what works and what doesn't.,_This,

maintains, will be the most successful way for i-,Irning how to manage

the uncharted voyages of decline.

Cohen and March in their book on the American university president

strike muct, the same tone."° They maintain that there is nothing in
the president's background which prepares him or her for ck.= task.
The president's conception of the job and e,l-lmation of w'iat can be

do - are usually off the mark. Given th., ,ituation, they advise
college presidents to be humble in their expectations and to become
relaxed about what it is that they might actually accomplish. Suc a

stance would minimize frustra'_iod and guarantee greater satisfaction.

The retrenchment process that education is going through may
result in a trial and error process. It is possible, moreover, that

what works in one situation may not apply in another. For the first

time in the receit history of American education there may be no
"One Best System".

41 There is another scenario with which schools
,oeld respond that some educators and social critics may find appealing.
That is a shift toward pluralism and variety among schools.

Kenneth Boulding, Coping wiA Vcaine, 54th Annual Conference
of the Council of Education Facility Planners, International,
Seattle, Washington, October, 1977.

.°M.D. Cohen Juld James G. March, Lea*,'ship and Ambiguity: The

Amclicar Coefege. Pte45ident, Carnegie Commission on Higher

Education, (New York: McGraw-Hill, 1974).

.David id Tyack, The One Be,st System, (Cambridge, Massachusetts:

Harvard University Press, 1974).
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Shifting enrollments are already forcing administrators to build
flexibility into their programs and to react more quickly to change.

The result may challenge the iegrt'e of standardization currently

existing among schools. Changes in facilities utilization, in student

groupings, and ;- -'elivery systems could provide a framework for subtle,

nonthreatening inlovations that might now even be cost-justified. School

managers with budgets less dependent on precise enrollments would have

less reason to oppose experiments such as vouchers or to fear

competition from the private sector. Forced responses to shifting

enrollments may well bring about some of the innovative experimentation

that federal initiatives (and funds) failed to produce.`i2

Of course, some districts will react conservatively by eliminating

what they consider to be frills, and cutting-back programs. But other,

will certainly respond by finding more creative ways to maintain their

ongoing programs, and in these is the hope for the future. In the end, the

most positive outcomes of today's administrative headache may be a new

flexibility and openness in education.

42 Paul Berman & Milbrey Wallin McLaughlin, Fuictat Ptogtamo
Sw.Tokting Educat&inai Change, (Santa Mon:cd, California:
The Rand Corporation, 1975)
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